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Abstract: This study presents the climatological characteristics and physical mechanisms of Guinea
Coast precipitation in June. Traditionally, the low-tropospheric air temperature and equivalent
potential temperature (θe) play crucial roles in the generation of monsoon precipitation through the
following mechanisms: 1. Near-surface atmospheric front, depicted by steep ∂θe

∂y , corresponds to
the vertical motion in the lower troposphere. 2. Strong easterly wind in the middle troposphere
(600–500 hPa), generated by a steep ∂T

∂y near the surface at 12◦ N, induces a positive vorticity to the
south and vertical motion over the Guinea Coast (~5◦ N). Meanwhile, the strong Guinea Coastal
precipitation, in association with the interannual variability, is mainly determined by the sea-surface
temperature (SST) anomaly in the eastern equatorial Atlantic Ocean. In years of warm SST in
the eastern equatorial Atlantic, ∂θe

∂y in the lower troposphere is less pronounced than in normal
years. However, the atmospheric buoyancy (moist static instability) increases, owing to a strong
vertical θe gradient (∂θe

∂p ) arising from the increase in moisture and warm temperature in the lower
troposphere over the warm SST area. Consequently, the eastern equatorial Atlantic warm SST
modulates the Guinea Coastal thermodynamic structure, causing deep convection that increases
precipitation south of the Guinea Coast. Forced by the eastern equatorial Atlantic warm SST anomaly,
the strong precipitation and corresponding atmospheric structures are successfully simulated from
the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory global atmosphere model 2.1.

Keywords: West African monsoon; Guinea Coastal precipitation; interannual variation; equivalent
potential temperature; front

1. Introduction

The West African monsoon (WAM) precipitation is vital for human life by influencing agriculture
production, water resources, and health conditions. The West African summer deep convection,
known for causing heavy precipitation, had long been recognized as a part of the Intertropical
Convergence Zone (ITCZ) [1]. However, the variability of precipitation over West Africa is considerably
different from that in the tropical Pacific and Atlantic ITCZ [2] because the WAM rainband is zonally
elongated between the huge West African continental land mass and the equatorial Atlantic Ocean [3,4].
The land-ocean thermal contrast (even in the tropics) has been known to be the phenomenon primarily
responsible for the monsoon [5]. Therefore, to perform WAM studies, it is necessary to analyze the
pronounced meridional discontinuity in the thermodynamic variables [6–8].

The WAM precipitation shows a multi-temporal scale variation on an intraseasonal–interdecadal
timescale [9–14]. For the interannual variability of the precipitation, many previous studies have shown
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that large-scale boundary forcing plays a significant role in the variation of the WAM precipitation.
For example, the Mediterranean Sea–south Atlantic Ocean surface temperature dipole induces enhanced
precipitation in the WAM region, whereas the Indian Ocean sea-surface temperature (SST) warming
and positive El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) phase promote droughts in this area [15–18].
Recently, the roles of fine-scale boundary conditions and African easterly waves have been highlighted
in regional modeling studies [19–23], in which the strong WAM precipitation is revealed to be caused
by high-elevation terrain, increased vegetation over Central Africa and the coastal Gulf of Guinea, and
intensified African easterly waves.

The climatological deep convection associated with the WAM precipitation is initially located
near the equator during boreal winter; then, the rainband migrates northward during the following
spring and summer. From April through July, the rainband moves into the African continent from
the Atlantic Ocean. After the WAM mature phase in August, the rainband begins to retreat toward
the equator. In association with the annual cycle of the atmospheric background state caused by
the change in solar insolation, the month-to-month precipitation variability response is expected to
vary. For example, the positive precipitation anomaly over West Africa is accompanied by a low-level
southerly wind in June, whereas the westerly wind anomaly is significant in August [24]. Accordingly,
a monthly (or sub-seasonal) timescale analysis helps to clarify the specific dynamical structure and
physical mechanisms behind the WAM [2,24–26] and other regional monsoon systems [27].

In this study, first, we investigate the climatological characteristics of the WAM; then, the physical
mechanisms of the interannual variability are analyzed for June, the time at which the precipitation
peak lies over the Guinea Coast [28]. The Guinea Coast precipitation has long been considered as being
under different physical processes against the peak phase of the WAM (i.e., the Sahelian) precipitation.
The Guinea Coast precipitation can be understood as an early stage of the WAM cycle [29,30], and
the decrease in the Guinea Coast precipitation in late June and early July coincides with the so-called
“jump” characterizing the onset of the WAM [31]. Although early summer is regarded as the transition
period in the WAM cycle, we focus on June because of a lack of dynamical understanding regarding
the formation and variation of precipitation over the Guinea Coast.

The annual cycle of the monsoon rainband in the latitudinal direction (equator to 15◦ N) is closely
related to the horizontal distribution of the low-level equivalent potential temperature (θe). Hall and
Peyrillé (2006) documented that a wet WAM year has a steep meridional θe gradient in the boundary
layer [32]. Thorncroft et al. (2011) argued that the thermal contrast between the Atlantic cold tongue
and Saharan heat low is a major factor in generating the cross-equatorial southerly wind in the lower
troposphere and causing the moisture flux convergence in the rainfall area [8]. Despite the fact that
these factors play crucial roles in the generation and maintenance of the thermodynamic structure, the
importance of the θe gradient has not been greatly emphasized. Furthermore, in general, the WAM
represents a mature phase or entire boreal summer average; therefore, using θe and its meridional
gradient (∂θe

∂y ), we investigate the mechanisms of the Guinea Coast precipitation in June.
The paper is organized as follows. The methodology and data are presented in Section 2.

The climatological dynamic and thermodynamic structure of the Guinea Coast precipitation are shown
in Section 3.1, whereas the interannual variability of the precipitation and associated mechanisms are
described in Section 3.2. The model experiment is presented in Section 3.3. Discussion is provided in
Section 4, and summary and conclusion are in Section 5.

2. Data and Methods

The monthly mean datasets (1979–2013) used in this study include the NOAA Optimum
Interpolation Sea Surface Temperature (OISST, v2) [33], Global Precipitation Climatology Project
precipitation [34], and National Centers for Environmental Prediction–Department of Energy
(NCEP/DOE) Reanalysis 2 datasets for the pressure levels [35].

The climatology analysis is based on the mean for 1979–2013 in June. For the pressure-latitude and
time-latitude cross sections, the mean data for 10◦ W–5◦ E are used to exclude the Cameroon Highlands
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(east of 6◦ E) [36–38]. For the calculation of the precipitation index, the 10◦ W–5◦ E and 0◦–10◦ N domain,
representing the Guinea Coast, is averaged. However, for all analyses, the fundamental characteristics
of the physical mechanisms are not sensitive to small variations in the domain box (not shown).

Equivalent potential temperature θe is calculated from the equations of Bolton (1980) [39], and its
meridional gradient (∂θe

∂y ) and vertical pressure gradient (∂θe
∂p ) are analyzed to elucidate the underlying

thermodynamic mechanisms.
For the model experiment to examine the role of the eastern equatorial Atlantic SST warming, the

Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) global atmosphere model 2.1 (AM2.1) is used [40].
CM2, the global coupled model of the GFDL, is known as one of the highest performing GCMs in
simulating the interannual WAM variability [41]. However, an unrealistically broad atmospheric
meridional overturning circulation around the convective area and a warm SST bias in the equatorial
Atlantic are recognized as its weakness [41,42]. An improvement in the SST distribution in the equatorial
Atlantic is essential for realistic precipitation simulation in a coupled dynamical model [43]. Therefore,
in this study, OISST datasets are used for the SST boundary condition of the ocean, and the runs
produced a realistic vertical structure of the vertical velocity (not shown). This model consists of a
finite volume dynamical core with the vertical eta coordinate, using 144, 90 and 24 grid points in
the longitudinal, latitudinal, and vertical directions, respectively. The relaxed Arakawa–Schubert
convection scheme is used in AM2.1 to treat the cumulus convection [44].

The 17-year control simulations (1982–1998) use a climatological SST boundary condition (with
17 different atmospheric conditions). For the anomalous warm SST boundary forcing, the regressed
SST anomaly field against the normalized Guinea Coast precipitation index (10◦ W–5◦ E, 0◦–10◦ N)
is added to the original SST data in June. A 1-year integration from January to the corresponding
summer for the control and forced simulations is repeated for each year during 1982–1998 to avoid the
superposition effect of the SST warming. This type of model experiment is used in Xie et al. (2009) for
the ensemble simulations [45].

3. Results

3.1. Climatological Characteristics of the West African Monsoon

The climatological rainband (shading in Figure 1) propagates northward over West Africa from
April to July. In Figure 1, a large variation of precipitation occurs south of the peak; however, an
additional strong variability of precipitation appears to the north of the rainband at 12.5◦ N in August.
These results imply that the variation of precipitation may behave in a different way under the
successively varying dynamical or thermodynamical background state. For instance, Lélé et al. (2015)
recently documented that the dominant direction of the moisture flux affecting the monthly precipitation
is zonal in the mature phase but meridional during the developmental stage [24]. The varying direction
of the moisture flux according to the latitudinal location of the WAM rainband was also found in
Thorncroft et al. (2011). While the lower tropospheric convergent wind is a well-known moisture source
of the monsoon precipitation, a more detailed physical process for the production of precipitation has
not been fully established [8].

The long-term average precipitation and interannual standard deviation are maximized along
the Guinea Coastal area (5◦ N, 10◦ W–5◦ E) in June (Figure 2). The climatological mean precipitation
and horizontal wind in June are shown in Figure 3a, and the thermodynamic characteristics of θe and
its meridional gradient (∂θe

∂y ) at 925 hPa are exhibited in Figure 3b. As evident in the precipitation
pattern (Figure 3a), the rainband over the Guinea Coast (~5◦ N) is zonally elongated, with the lower
troposphere southerly wind blowing into the West African continent. In Figure 3b, a prominent moist
and warm air mass is located along 10◦ N, inducing atmospheric frontal zones (strong positive and
negative ∂θe

∂y ) on the northern (~15◦ N) and southern (~5◦ N) flanks of this air mass.
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Figure 3. Climatological (a) mean precipitation (color, mm day−1) and 925 hPa wind (m s−1) and (b)
equivalent potential temperature (shading, K) and its meridional gradient (contour, 10−5 K km−1) in
June (GPCP and NCEP/DOE reanalysis).

In general, the front can be represented by a steep ∂θe
∂y , as shown in Figure 3b [27], where both

positive and negative maxima denote the frontal zones. Whereas θe shows the integral field of the
moisture and temperature; each variable has a different horizontal and vertical distribution. Figure 4
shows the pressure-latitude cross section of the equivalent potential temperature, air temperature,
and mixing ratio, in which the zonal range of 10◦ W–5◦ E is averaged to represent the Guinea Coast
precipitation region. The maximum mixing ratio appears near 10◦ N in the lowest troposphere, whereas
the air temperature is highest over the Sahara Desert near 20◦ N. Therefore, over this area, the moisture
is likely to contribute more than the air temperature to the location of the maximum θe, appearing at
10◦ N (Figures 3 and 4). The atmospheric moisture regulating θe and ∂θe

∂y is known to be determined
mainly by the surface heat flux and lower tropospheric moisture flux convergence [4,24,46].

In the latitude–pressure cross section (10◦W–5◦ E average) of the vertical pressure velocity (shading
in Figure 5a), it is evident that a deep vertical motion at 5◦ N (green and blue color) and another notable
upward motion confined in the lower troposphere at 17◦ N (purple color) are constructed over West
Africa. Although these dual latitudinal cores (5◦ N and 17◦ N) in the upward vertical velocity have
been found in Nicholson (2009) [2], their associated dynamics are still not clearly resolved. The upward
motion at these latitudes roughly matches the positive and negative peak locations of ∂θe

∂y (contour in
Figure 5a), as atmospheric buoyancy increases in the front. While the monsoon rainband is located
in the positive peak of ∂θe

∂y (~5◦ N), the Sahel experiences no heavy precipitation, despite the lower

level active upward motion generated by the sharp negative peak of ∂θe
∂y (at 15◦ N). These peculiar

precipitation responses are related to the mid-troposphere (600–500 hPa) meridional dipole omega
pattern. Here, an upward motion at 5◦ N (green and blue color in Figure 5a) represents the deep
vertical convection from the lower level; however, a subsidence at 14◦N in the mid- and upper levels
(red color) inhibits the growth of the deep convection.
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Over the African continent, the mid-level African easterly jet (dotted black line in Figure 5b) is
induced by the positive meridional gradient of the air temperature at 12◦ N (red contour in Figure 5b)
through the thermal wind balance. This easterly geostrophic flow causes a positive vorticity to the
south (red) and negative vorticity to the north (blue shading) in the middle troposphere. The positive
vorticity south of the African easterly jet is known to be associated with the African easterly waves
and the WAM convection [2]. In general, over the Guinea Coast precipitation area (near the equator),
the relative vorticity dominates the absolute vorticity, owing to the negligible planetary vorticity, and
the quadrupole vorticity pattern in the pressure–latitude plane (shading in Figure 5b) reflects the first
baroclinic mode of the tropical atmosphere; therefore, it is consistent with the tropical dynamics.

The negative vorticity at the bottom of the deep convection (2◦ N) acts to attenuate the frontal
buoyancy effect, whereas the positive vorticity in the mid- and upper levels over this region gives rise
to this deep convection. On the contrary, the positive vorticity in the northern area (18◦ N) sustains the
low-level upward motion along the front; however, the negative vorticity in the upper troposphere
leads to subsidence. In the low-level northern core, the upward motion at 17◦ N is located between
the frontal surface (15◦ N) and the low-level positive vorticity center (18◦ N). Consequently, the
combination of the low-level front and vorticity field establishes the climatological mean omega field,
as shown in Figure 5b.
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3.2. Interannual Variability of the Precipitation

The West African precipitation index averaged over the Guinea Coast and adjoining ocean
(10◦ W–5◦ E, 0◦–10◦ N) represents the early stage of the WAM, which exhibits a significant interannual
variation (Figure 6). The variation of precipitation is closely linked with the dynamically and
thermodynamically induced atmospheric structures, as illustrated in Figure 7. In the pressure–latitude
cross section of the correlation between the omega and precipitation indices, the positive correlation at
2◦ N shows that strong deep convection results in a positive precipitation anomaly. The correlation
of the vertical motion peaks in the upper troposphere implies that the high-level upward motion is
essential for the deep convection and heavy precipitation over the Guinea Coast. Over 5◦ S–5◦ N,
the moist static instability (∂θe

∂p ) or buoyancy is positively correlated with the precipitation, where
the development of the positive θe anomaly in the lower level is responsible for the strengthening
of ∂θe

∂p (red shading in Figure 7). In this figure, the positive correlation in the buoyancy (shading) is
centered over the equator; however, the upward motion (black contour) is invigorated only to the north
of the equator. The latter is associated with the climatological Hadley circulation in boreal summer,
which has an upward branch just to the north of the equator and a downward motion in the southern
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hemisphere. These climatological background states act to limit the anomalous convection area near
the Guinea Coast.Atmosphere 2020, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW 9 of 17 
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Figure 6. (a) Domain-averaged precipitation index over 10◦ W–5◦ E and 0◦–10◦ N and (b) correlation
map of the precipitation using the index (GPCP).

Note that, in climatology, positive ∂θe
∂y along 5◦ N (black contour in Figure 5) is the essential

component for the Guinea Coastal deep convection. Therefore, it is of interest that the negative
correlation of ∂θe

∂y (blue contour in Figure 7) in the lower troposphere over the Guinea Coastal area

corresponds to a weakening of the front. In Figure 7, the negative ∂θe
∂y (~5◦ N) and ∂θe

∂p (near the equator)
coincide with the strong precipitation over south of the Guinea Coast. To identify the source of the
θe gradient variation, the correlation coefficient between the surrounding SST and the −∂θe

∂y index at
925 hPa (for the same horizontal domain as that of the precipitation index) is calculated (not shown),
where the sign of the ∂θe

∂y index is reversed for consistency with the precipitation index. We note that

the −∂θe
∂y index and precipitation index have an interannual correlation of 0.67.
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An analysis using the thermodynamical θe and ∂θe
∂y has recently been performed for the

interannual variation of the East Asian summer monsoon (EASM) [27]. They showed that the vertically
well-organized strong monsoon front enhances the EASM precipitation. Note that the positive Guinea
Coast precipitation anomaly is characterized by a rather weak front in the lower troposphere but an
enhanced vertical moist static instability throughout the troposphere. In climatology, however, both
the EASM and Guinea Coast precipitation are determined by the meridional θe gradient, even though
the former is vertically well developed while the latter is developed only in the lower troposphere
(Table 1). Therefore, the θe analysis can be of great use for investigating the variations of other local
monsoon systems.

Table 1. Comparison of climatological and interannual frontal characteristics between the East Asian
summer monsoon (EASM) precipitation and the Guinea Coast precipitation.

EASM Precipitation Guinea Coast Precipitation

Vertical structure of the climatological
front Vertically deep Formed only in the lower level

Front strength for strong precipitation
event on interannual time scale Strong front Weak front

3.3. Model Experiment for the SST Boundary Forcing

Using the precipitation index, we show an SST correlation map in Figure 8, in which the correlation
coefficient is greater than 0.5 for the Gulf of Guinea, where the eastern equatorial Atlantic warming SST
is represented by the Atlantic Niño [47,48]. The correlation coefficients between the precipitation and
the Atlantic Niño 1–3 indices in June are 0.56–0.63. This statistical relationship between the precipitation
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index and Atlantic SST strongly implies that the warm SST in the eastern equatorial Atlantic Ocean
causes a weak ∂θe

∂y to the north of the equatorial Atlantic but a strong ∂θe
∂p near the equator.
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For reference, there is a significant cold SST region south of the warm signal (30◦–40◦ S) (Figure 8).
This meridional dipole SST pattern is known as the South Atlantic Ocean dipole [49] and may strengthen
the local Hadley circulation, increasing the low-tropospheric moisture flux to the rainband [17].
However, according to the previous study [46], the cold anomaly is known to play a minor role in the
generation of the WAM precipitation.

In Figure 9, the control simulation output is subtracted from the SST forcing simulation to illustrate
the impact of the SST boundary forcing. In June, a precipitation increase in the 10◦ S–5◦ N region and
a decrease in the northern area (5◦ N–15◦ N) are demonstrated. The dipole precipitation anomalies
(i.e., positive over the Gulf of Guinea and Guinea Coast and negative over the Sahel) due to the warm
SST anomaly in the equatorial Atlantic are consistent with previous studies [48,50,51]. This latitudinal
dipolar precipitation pattern can be interpreted as the intensification of the local Hadley circulation.
In the case of the cold SST over the tropical Atlantic Ocean, we can expect that a positive precipitation
anomaly presides over the Sahel, which means that the cold SST induces the early onset of the WAM
or early northward shift in the monsoon rainband.

Furthermore, the pressure–latitude cross section of the vertical velocity and ∂θe
∂y is even consistent

with the structure of observations (Figures 7 and 10). Therefore, the thermodynamic modulation of the
WAM precipitation by the eastern equatorial Atlantic SST is supported by the results of the model
experiment. However, due to lack of air-sea coupling in the simulation and model deficiency, the
detailed structure is slightly different between the real world and model result (Figures 7 and 10).
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4. Discussion

The current study shows that the WAM interannual variability of precipitation in June is
significantly connected to the eastern equatorial Atlantic SST variation. However, the northern
boundary condition (e.g., soil moisture and surface temperature over the Sahara Desert) may also
play a significant role in the interannual variability of the precipitation, comparable to the southern
SST boundary condition. If the variability is analyzed for other months that correspond to a shift in
the rainband to the north or south of the Guinea Coast, different factors can be deemed to regulate
the precipitation intensity. Therefore, a comprehensive study including additional dynamic factors
(e.g., variations of the tropical and midlatitude Rossby waves affecting the African Easterly Jet and
horizontal thermodynamical gradient) is required to obtain global pictures of the WAM over the entire
seasonal cycle associated with various boundary conditions, such as the Mediterranean SST, Indian
Ocean SST, ENSO, south Atlantic SST dipole, soil moisture in the Sahel, and land-use changes [52–55].

5. Summary and Conclusions

The climatological properties and interannual variation mechanisms of the Guinea Coast
precipitation in June are revealed by thermodynamical (equivalent potential temperature, θe) and
dynamical (relative vorticity) variables over western Africa. On the one hand, from a climatological
point of view, the deep convection in the precipitation area is induced by the meridional gradient of air
temperature and θe through the front and thermal wind balance. On the other hand, as a key player
for the interannual variability of the thermodynamic θe field, the equatorial eastern Atlantic warming
SST is fatal for the anomalous precipitation. The correlation between the Guinea Coast precipitation
index and the Atlantic Niño is greater than 0.5, explaining approximately 30% of the precipitation
variability. During the years of intense (but slightly southward-shifted) precipitation, the weak ∂θe

∂y
in the lower troposphere and enhanced moist static instability strengthen the upward motion in the
middle and upper troposphere. A new finding in this study is that a thermodynamically induced
strong upward motion develops through the enhanced moist static instability, despite a weak front
in June (Figure 11). However, the Sahel precipitation may be enhanced with the occurrence of the
cold SST and strong surface front; this argument is definitely consistent with WAM characteristics in
previous studies [29,32,56], which performed an analysis from July to September in the Sahel region
and showed the positive relationship between the WAM precipitation and positive ∂θe

∂y . This result
implies that the mechanisms of the Sahelian and Guinea Coast precipitation are much different in the
role of front but still maintain a secure physical connection.
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